ACTIONZONE // BOSNIA
 Located in

the centre of the
Dinaric Alps,
and close to the
Adriatic Sea,
snow is a
long-time guest
in winter here

Skiing the HeartShaped Land
While Bosnia is still left scarred from the civil war, Sarajevo and the stateof-the-art ski resorts in its proximity, stands ready to put its past behind it
and rise to the challenge of delivering epic slopes and freeride possibilities
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hen, in the evening of 8 February 1984,
the final torchbearer, the figure skater
Sandra Dubravčić from Croatia, entered
the Olympic Stadium of Sarajevo, excitement seized
the almost 40,000 guests and athletes, drowning out
what must have been sighs of relief from the ranks of
party officials. For the first time in memory there had
been no snow on the mountains surrounding Sarajevo,
and the planned Alpine competitions in Jahorina and
Bjelašnica, as well as the Nordic competitions on
Igman Mountain would have had to be cancelled.
Until, just seven days before the opening ceremony,
it finally snowed, in droves, as always in Bosnia,
located in the centre of the Dinaric Alps.
The Winter Olympics 1984 were remarkable in many
respects. It was a showcase of the best of Yugoslavia, at
its peak before it ceased to exist. While East Germany
and the Soviet Union went on steroids as usual, each
cashing in three times more medals than the US, Austria,
typically a star in Alpine disciplines, won only a single
bronze medal. The British ice dancers Jane Torvill and
Chris Dean won their gold medal with across-the-board
perfect scores and revolutionised ice dance.
Tito was dead, and Yugoslavia would only eight years
later sleepwalk into a devastating civil war that would
destroy Sarajevo, killing tens of thousands of civilians.
When hostilities stopped in 1995 the Bosnian capital,
for 400 years the administrative centre of the Ottomans
in the West Balkans and a multi-religious and multiethnic meeting place of Slavic and Turkish peoples, was
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left deeply scarred. Medieval mosques, caravanserais
and madrasas were lacerated by shrapnel, churches
made roofless, the Austro-Hungarian town houses
bullet-holed into ruins and the grand 19th century
National Library burned to the ground.

VAST TERRAIN AND LOFTY PEAKS

While Bosnia – nicknamed the ‘Heart-Shaped Land’ due
to its geographical outline – is still left scarred, Sarajevo,
and the state-of-the-art ski resorts in its proximity,
stands ready to put the nightmares behind it. Bjelašnica
(2,067m), the former Olympic venue for the men’s
downhill competitions, has eight brand new ski lifts
covering almost 800m of vertical descents and offers
ample freeride possibilities too on the ungroomed
western slopes. Hotels have been carefully renovated
and yet more are under construction.
Jahorina, the place of the women’s Alpine races in
1984, is, with its 10 ski lifts and five-star Termag Hotel,
even a tad more upmarket, with a host of stylish bars,
cafés and restaurants. Jahorina’s north-facing descents
slope down from the Ogorjelica Mountain Range (1,919m)
in varied runs offering 40km of groomed pistes. From
the top station the view of Sarajevo is spectacular. When
Jahorina will be connected to the smaller resort of
Ravna Planina in the east, runs of 10km will beckon
(the forests are cleared already, but at the moment the
investors are still undecided how to share the costs).
All four resorts, Bjelašnica, Jahorina, Ravna Planina
and Igman, are a mere half an hour’s drive from
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Sarajevo, which makes it possible to visit all of them on
day trips while staying in town.
Venture beyond the ski resorts and you can find some
excellent backcountry skiing too – as I am here to
discover. Dzafer Surkovic, a former banker with an
allegedly chequered past, runs a refuge hut in the village
of Luka (1,100m) in the Visocica Range, two hours’ drive
from Sarajevo. He and my mountain guide Edin Durmo
are best friends. The share their love for the mountains:
Edin to climb and ski the countless peaks surrounding
the village, Dzafer to source the best bread, meat and
cheeses the mountain farmers will provide. Edin and
I promise to stop for a bite to eat once we have scaled
Veliki Ljeljen (1,963m), and nearby Džamija (1,967m).
We make our tracks through a long valley, only
gradually gaining altitude over gentle summer pastures
and through forested slopes of beech and hazel. Once we
pass an abandoned Ottoman graveyard, the landscape
becomes Alpine, with slopes and ravines wrapped in a
thick, continuous blanket of fresh powder.
It is middle of March and the sky triumphs in
fathomless blue. Edin is not only great company, he is a
very experienced guide who knows Bosnia’s mountains
like the back of his hand. As he has trained the Bosnian
francs-tireurs in winter campaigns during the civil war,
he enjoys not only great respect among the mountaineers
of Bosnia, he has also an unerring knowledge of the
hazards of still unearthed land mines.
Edin still remembers fondly his wedding at the peak
of the war: “We married in the afternoon, as the bombing
always stopped at 3pm to let the workers of our steel
factory get home in safety. My best man was working for
the Zenica electricity board. As a wedding present he
gave our district two extra hours of electricity in the
evening. We felt so luxurious.”
Edin quit the army a few years into the new Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Republika Srpska – a
Serbian-dominated enclave equally part and not part of
Bosnia – to set up Extreme Sports Club Scorpio Tours.
Based in Zenica, an hour’s drive north of Sarajevo, his
travel agency focuses on hiking, climbing, biking,
paragliding, canoeing and ski touring. I wouldn’t call it
extreme, but adventurous, demanding sufficient fitness
to scale a mountain in a reasonable time and to ski steep
and varied terrain. And the terrain is seemingly endless
in Bosnia, as we could see from the top of Ljeljen.
Countless 2,000m-peaks were surrounding us: Prenj
(2,115m), Nadkrstac (2,110m), Treskavica (2,086m), and,
towards Montenegro, Maglić (2,386m), the highest peak
in Bosnia. We skied down a 40° chute in perfect eights,
knowing that at the end of the valley Dzafer would wait
for us with Raki, tobacco and freshly cooked farm food.

PRISTINE POWDER

It was for a long time not possible to scale Pločno
(2,226m), our next objective. A half day’s journey from
Sarajevo, it’s the highest peak in the Blidinje National
Park. The small radar station built on the very top of the
mountain was a forbidden, military zone. The barracks
seem abandoned today, frosted and ice crusted, with
snow heaping up over the windows.
To come up here over an altitude difference of 1,200m
took almost three hours, and the last bit was a steep,
overhanging cornice, which we could only climb with
crampons on and our skis tied to our rucksacks.
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from top left:
Edin Durmo
enjoys the 40°
couloirs of Veliki
Ljeljen; views of
the vast Dinaric
Alps; Jahorina
has 40km of
groomed pistes;
when Plocno
gets too steep to
skin, crampons
are necessary

Factfile

From the summit we looked down on the eye-shaped
Bohinjsko Jezero lake and Hajducke Vrleti, the
remarkable hotel built by Marija Vukoja’s father Vinko,
who was killed in front of the hotel by a passing truck a
few years ago. This inn is the unofficial heart of the
national park. Its food and hospitality are outstanding,
but what makes the place even more attractive is that
Vinko declared his property a sovereign ‘Hajducka
Republika’, complete with flags, seals and a ‘constitution’.
The tale is that he struggled for years to get building
permits for his project located on the border of two
counties, which both denied him jurisdiction. Fed up he
declared the plot his own, independent country.
The valley has a spiritual allure; ancient Bosnians
must have felt the sanctity of the place as we do today.
Beautifully carved, roof-shaped tombstones bare
witness. A kind of early medieval Stonehenge, they are
scattered everywhere over the valley floor, depicting a
world of swords, animals, feasts and bucolic life.
Our contemplations of Blidinje were cut short,
though. Fog was moving in quickly, surging up from
the forests below. We quickly took our skins off and
launched, after a wide jump over the cornice,
weightlessly into the steep summit slopes, relishing
what must have been more than one hundred turns
in fresh, pristine powder.
Tomorrow we will see the stone bridge of Mostar and
the dervish monastery of Blagaj. But that is tomorrow.

Flights from London to Sarajevo
(visitsarajevo.ba) with Lufthansa/Austrian
Airlines via Vienna start from £230.
Hotel Pansion Harmony, Sarajevo (harmony.ba/en-gb)
has rooms from €20 per night, B&B (the official currency in
Bosnia is the Marka, but euros are widely accepted). Motel
Hajducke Vrleti, Blidinje (info@haijduckevrleti-blidinje.com)
has rooms from €18, B&B. Mountain guide Edin Durmo
(scorpio.ba) can be booked privately and will tailor-make
tours to suit interests and budget. Dzafer Surkovic’s B&B
Refuge Hut ‘Eko Selo Bjelimici’ near Luka
(+38 761 337 904) costs €15, B&B. Termag
Hotel, Jahorina (termaghotel.com) has
rooms from €56 to €170,per
night, B&B.
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SKI BOSNIA WITH MOUNTAIN TRACKS
Mountain Tracks is launching a new seven-night intermediate-level ski touring
trip to the mountains around Sarajevo. Taking place from 8 February 2020, from
£1,099 (early bird price, subject to change), it includes six days' touring with
IFMGA mountain guides and accommodation in a remote mountain hut (plus
a hotel for one night). Visit mountaintracks.co.uk for more information.
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